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Oil:  pain for all; but pleasure too, for a few. 
  

“When and how will the Shutdowns be lifted?” is the only question which really matters to the market 
right now.  A week or two from now, we’re likely to have some feeling for the answer.  Meanwhile the 
strongest force governing the market’s behavior will probably be the same force which has been in charge 
since the March 23 trip to the bottom of the Marianas Trench, when the Dow began its 28% rocket ride 
to today’s 23,719 from that abysmal 18,591.  (And seldom have we investors enjoyed a “rocket ride” less—
though we were certainly glad to have it.)  That governing force can be summed up this 
way:  “18,591?  Hmm.  We did take it a bit too far, didn’t we?  Where on earth “should” it be, do you 
think?”  
  
We’ll leave the market to ponder that question each day ahead, in its usual calm and thoughtful way, and 
turn briefly to something more narrow:  oil. 
  
We’re treated to misleading or downright silly headlines all the time, of course.  The media thinks them 
up most of the time; but sometimes it takes them straight from the horses’ mouths, so to speak, without 
needing to get creative.  “OPEC Plus Russia Agree on Big Production Cuts to Support Oil Market!” falls into 
the second category:  silly headlines straight from the source.  
  
Having begun a price war exactly as the Virus Shutdowns were knocking the wheels off the world 
economy—and its demand for oil—Saudi Arabia and Russia are speaking to each other again, say the 
headlines, in order to jointly cut oil supply enough to balance plunging oil demand, and hopefully stop the 
price of oil from falling below $20, or $10 or even $5.  It has been interesting to see that the oil market 
itself is no longer fooled by this kind of talk.  Its rallies on “Joint Production Cut!” headlines have tended 
to be 10 minute rallies, rather than 10-day or several-month rallies.  The oil analysts at HFI Research—
who have a deep understanding of the energy markets, but who’ve still been “too early” by a long shot, 
in predicting the next oil bull market—have been perfectly clear, and right, about the meaning of those 
headlines. 
  
“Plunging global oil demand is calling the tune for everyone in the world now,” says HFI.  “Nothing the 
world’s oil suppliers say matters:  no “agreements,” no “target oil prices” . . . nothing.  Soon there will be 
nowhere to store oil coming out of the ground (or the sea) . . . so the Saudis, the Russians, and the world’s 
oil companies will shut down their wells—beginning with their highest-cost wells and working their way 
down toward their most profitable ones.” 
  
This hardly happened the last time oil cliff-dived, in 2014 – 2016.  It will happen this time, though, and 
many of the wells won’t re-open, or won’t return anytime soon to their previous production volumes.  In 
the long run that will be very good for oil prices, and for the strong companies which will survive.  (Hence 
Outlook’s confidence in companies like Conoco, Shell and Exxon.)  In the short run there will a shocking 
amount of pain in the oil business, with the weakest companies and countries hurting most, as 
always.  (Venezuela, Iran, Libya and others among national producers; a long list of U.S. shale companies 
with too much debt and too little cash, among companies.)  
  
Russia and Saudi Arabia are in pain, too; but not on the same scale.  And as HFI has observed, to comfort 
them during their trial, they are surely watching this kind of chart with pleasure: 
  



Shale Pumping and Pipeline Gear in the Field 

 
  

“Frac Spreads” are the collections of equipment needed to pump oil out of a well and send it toward its 
buyers, in the U.S. shale business.  That is quite a chart:  a 52% cut in working “fleets” of equipment in 2 
months.  Saudi Arabia and Russia know very well that for every week and month they can endure negative 
cash flow to their governments, from $20 - $30 oil, more of the weaker American shale companies will go 
out of business, idling more of those “frac spreads” for a long time.  
  
They’ll wait a while.  They can afford to.  Meanwhile they’ll cheerfully issue more “Joint Production Cut” 
headlines, whose main goal is to sidestep any blame for the pain in the U.S. shale business.  Business and 
politics can be pretty cynical, can’t they? 
  
But the market, as more and more analysts are pointing out, is simply doing its job.  A great many shale 
companies have lost money for a decade, but kept spending more of it because . . . they got the money 
to spend, from sophisticated “investors.”  “The cure for low prices is low prices,” is the Golden Rule.  It 
always works eventually, and it is certainly in the process of working right now; and setting the oil business 
up for much better years ahead.  
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions should 
only be made in the context of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk of loss.  
 


